
THE FORMATION

OF 

THE TRIBE

  LOCAL WEEKEND WORKSHOPS

with 
Mark the Mystic Activist

 If you are a group of people living in the same area, 
or an intentional community,

and interested in the Conscious Tribes Vision  -
Mark can come to where you are,

and facilitate a free Weekend Workshop for you. 



*
"If we want to live deeply and intensely together in this world, then our Groups of
Friends need to become Conscious Tribes. We need to take friendship to another

level - to the level of a shared existential journey, a shared transformational journey,
and a journey of shared purpose."

From the article "From Friends to Tribe" 
You can read the full article here: From Friends To Tribe

We would also recommend reading and discussing "Love and Revolution" 
(available for free download as an ebook or Audiobook  on the website)

*

PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENTS

If there are at least 12 of you in your local area who are interested in the Conscious 
Tribes Vision, then Mark would love to come and spend time with you, and facilitate 
a Weekend Workshop for you. 

The workshop would also be ideal for Intentional Communities seeking a common 
language for conflict resolution, or who seek deeper spiritual unity, or who want to 
live together in deeper Presence and Intimacy.

To set things in motion we would recommend beginning with a (free) video-call with 
Mark - to meet each other, and discuss all of the following: 

* The Dates and Schedule.
We recommend, if possible, having five sessions, like this:
Session  1: Friday 6pm - 9pm
Sessions 2 & 3: Saturday 10am - 2pm and 4pm – 7pm
Sessions 4 & 5: Sunday 10am - 1pm and 3pm – 6pm

* The Venue
We ask you to arrange a local quiet venue (preferably in peaceful, natural 
surroundings), and a place for Mark to stay. (A private bedroom is all he would 
require.)

* The Cost
There is no cost for the weekend. But we request that together you cover Mark´s 
travel expenses (from Catalunya). And any donation towards the Conscious Tribes 
project would, of course, be welcome.

Finally...

https://www.markthemysticactivist.com/post/from-friends-to-tribe


You might not feel ready for a full Weekend Workshop. Perhaps you´d prefer that we 
organise an online talk/discussion first. Just get in touch - and we can see what feels 
appropriate to your local situation.

And if you are a long way away, and not sure whether you could cover Mark´s travel 
expenses (from Catalunya), we would recommend taking part in an online course. 
Or if your group´s large enough, we could set up an online course just for you. (See 
the course information here: Online Courses

Please feel free to get in touch – whether that´s to invite Mark to your local area or 
community, to organise an online talk/discussion, set up an Online Course for your 
group, or with any questions you might have...

CONTACT

Web: www.markthemysticactivist.com
Email: markthemysticactivist@protonmail.com
Telegram Channel: t.me/conscioustribes
Telegram username: @markthemysticactivist

*

"A Conscious Tribe is a group of people who are responding to the current global civilisational
´megacrisis´ by co-creating a new kind of family in their local area. 

The Conscious Tribe is a non-biological, extended family. Or, more acurately - because it might
include biological brothers and sisters, for example, or parents and their children - the Conscious
Tribe is an extended family not limited to biological bonds.

The Conscious Tribe is therefore larger than the modern, biological, ´nuclear´ family. And it has a
purpose that most modern biological families do not have: the Conscious Tribe is committed to the
path of individual consciousness, to conscious relating, and to conscious action...

...  The industrial  era began the disruption of  the extended family.  By the end of the twentieth
century the production-line, nuclear family was in tatters, and individualism enthroned. Today not
only unconscious,  but  anti-conscious  technocratic  and transhumanist  forces  seek to  dismember
even the  concept  of  the  individual.  The  Conscious  Tribe  is  a  simple,  profound and actionable
alternative. It won´t stop wars. It won´t stop genetic modification or geoengineering. It isn´t an all-
encompassing response to the megacrisis. Of course it isn´t! But, in my opinion, it is a beautiful,
graceful, almost-obvious, overlooked, necessary component... 

The family is perhaps the most fundamental social structure of any society. The Conscious Tribe is
a new vision of the family - and therfore of society: because Conscious Tribes can join together to
form conscious  communities.  And  conscious  communities  can  join  together  to  form conscious
societies."

Love & Revolution (Second Edition, Chapter 1) 

http://www.markthemysticactivist.com/support-apoyo

